1.. Introduction {#s1}
================

Pathogen evolution impacts the efficacy of vaccines and antimicrobial drugs (e.g. antibiotics, antivirals, antimalarials) very differently ([figure 1](#RSPB20162562F1){ref-type="fig"}). After a new drug is introduced, drug resistance can rapidly evolve, leading to treatment failures \[[@RSPB20162562C12]\]. For instance, most *Staphylococcus aureus* isolates in British hospitals were resistant to penicillin just 6 years after the introduction of the drug \[[@RSPB20162562C13]\]. Similar evolutionary trajectories have been observed for the vast majority of drugs \[[@RSPB20162562C14]\] and today many drugs are clinically useless against particular pathogens \[[@RSPB20162562C15]\]. The problem has become so acute that drug resistance is viewed as one of the great challenges of our age, ranking alongside climate change and surpassing terrorism \[[@RSPB20162562C16]\]. By striking contrast, vaccines generally provide sustained disease control. Most human vaccines have continued to provide protection since their introduction decades or even centuries ago ([figure 1](#RSPB20162562F1){ref-type="fig"}). For example, smallpox was eradicated because no virus strains capable of transmitting between vaccinated individuals ever emerged \[[@RSPB20162562C17]\]. Indeed, the evolution of vaccine resistance is so rare that vaccines are now considered a leading solution to the drug resistance problem \[[@RSPB20162562C11],[@RSPB20162562C18]\]. Figure 1.Time to first detection of human pathogens resistant to vaccines \[[@RSPB20162562C1]--[@RSPB20162562C6]\] and antimicrobial drugs \[[@RSPB20162562C7]\]. Similar patterns exist for antiviral drugs, although antiviral resistance evolution can often be slowed by the use of combination antiviral therapy \[[@RSPB20162562C8],[@RSPB20162562C9]\]. Viral vaccines are labelled in purple, bacterial vaccines are labelled in green. Blue 'x\'s denote the first observations of resistance, with lines starting at product introduction (except for smallpox vaccination which began much earlier). Note that in all cases, substantial public health gains continued to accrue beyond the initial appearance of resistance. Only vaccines in the current immunization schedule recommended by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention \[[@RSPB20162562C6]\] are shown, with the addition of the smallpox vaccine. Global eradication of smallpox (marked as a filled, blue circle), ended the opportunity for resistance to emerge (blue line). The seasonal influenza vaccine is routinely undermined by antigenic evolution, evolution that occurs even in the absence of vaccination (dotted line). We took the earliest appearance of a vaccine-resistant pertussis variant to be the first record of a pertactin-negative strain \[[@RSPB20162562C5]\]. This date \[[@RSPB20162562C10]\] and several others (e.g. \[[@RSPB20162562C11]\]) could be debated, but the general pattern is robust: resistance to drugs occurs more readily than resistance to vaccines.

Yet drugs and vaccines both profoundly suppress pathogen fitness and so both should generate tremendous evolutionary pressure for resistance (defined here as a phenotype conferring increased pathogen replication or survival in treated hosts). Why then does pathogen evolution regularly undermine drug efficacy but rarely undermine vaccine efficacy ([figure 1](#RSPB20162562F1){ref-type="fig"})? Here we propose that well-known principles of resistance management explain why vaccine resistance rarely evolves.

Note that we restrict our discussion to evolutionary changes that result either from mutation or from amplification of extremely rare variants (those maintained by mutation-selection balance). This focus excludes cases of 'common-variant serotype replacement' in which strains of a pathogen that were previously observed but intentionally not targeted by vaccines rise in frequency after the onset of vaccination. Although serotype replacement is a form of evolution, and an important consideration in a vaccinated host population, this process is perhaps better explained by purely ecological factors and thus warrants separate exploration \[[@RSPB20162562C19]\]. To draw an analogy with drugs, serotype replacement is similar to an opportunistic infection like *Clostridium difficile* appearing after drugs were used to treat a different pathogen. That is undoubtedly an important phenomenon, but it is distinct from the evolution of resistance given that the intervention is still effective against its intended target.

A growing body of evidence suggests that the targets of several human vaccines are evolving (e.g. \[[@RSPB20162562C10],[@RSPB20162562C20]--[@RSPB20162562C23]\]), although the public health consequences of these evolutionary trajectories have often been unclear (e.g. \[[@RSPB20162562C10],[@RSPB20162562C22],[@RSPB20162562C24]--[@RSPB20162562C26]\]). Veterinary vaccines offer more examples, including the evolution of novel serotypes \[[@RSPB20162562C27]\], antigenic loss \[[@RSPB20162562C28]\], antigenic drift \[[@RSPB20162562C29],[@RSPB20162562C30]\] and life-history modifications \[[@RSPB20162562C31],[@RSPB20162562C32]\]. Nevertheless, vaccine resistance is relatively rare, and when it does emerge, it tends to take longer than antimicrobial resistance ([figure 1](#RSPB20162562F1){ref-type="fig"}).

It is well known that evolutionary trajectories are influenced by system-specific details. But there is a generality here: pathogen evolution almost always undermines drugs but rarely undermines vaccines ([figure 1](#RSPB20162562F1){ref-type="fig"}). This suggests that important features might be shared within each of these classes of disease intervention. For example, it is common to associate drugs with bacterial diseases and vaccines with viral diseases, and so one might wonder whether bacteria are simply more able to evolve resistance than viruses. But that cannot be a general explanation: viruses rapidly evolve resistance to antiviral drugs. For example, resistance to influenza \[[@RSPB20162562C33],[@RSPB20162562C34]\] and herpesvirus drugs \[[@RSPB20162562C35],[@RSPB20162562C36]\] emerged within a few years of FDA approval, and resistance to antivirals rapidly arises within human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) and hepatitis C virus (HCV)-infected patients unless they strictly adhere to certain treatment protocols \[[@RSPB20162562C8],[@RSPB20162562C9]\] (a point to which we return below). Moreover, vaccine resistance has yet to emerge in several bacteria species ([figure 1](#RSPB20162562F1){ref-type="fig"}) even though drug resistance readily does. So it cannot be that drugs are more vulnerable to pathogen evolution because of some difference between bacteria and viruses. The explanation must lie elsewhere.

Previous efforts to understand the absence of vaccine resistance have mostly focused on measles. Frank & Bush \[[@RSPB20162562C37]\] hypothesized that the inability of measles virus to escape vaccination might result from a trade-off between rapid pathogen transmission and antigenic flexibility. However, one might wonder why selection did not push this trade-off to favour antigenic flexibility once mass vaccination began to drive local extinction. Kalland *et al*. \[[@RSPB20162562C38]\] suggested that measles virus might have an unusually low mutation rate for an RNA virus, but Schrag *et al*. \[[@RSPB20162562C39]\] showed that measles virus mutates at rates similar to that of other RNA viruses. Fulton *et al*. \[[@RSPB20162562C40]\] showed that measles virus antigens may be strongly constrained by natural selection, but in the same paper they also showed that evolutionary constraint is weaker for influenza virus antigens, suggesting that while antigenic constraint might be a property of measles virus, it is not an inherent property of vaccine targets.

We are aware of only one attempt to find a general explanation for why vaccine resistance is rare. McLean \[[@RSPB20162562C41],[@RSPB20162562C42]\] observed that vaccines against childhood diseases like measles, polio and smallpox mimic natural immunity which pathogen evolution failed to evade despite intense selection for at least thousands of years (indeed, that is why they are called childhood diseases: they are restricted to non-immune individuals). She argues that natural and vaccine-induced immunity against these diseases are robust to pathogen evolution because they are 'broadly cross reactive'. This raises the question of precisely what is meant by broadly cross reactive. Antimicrobial drugs are also broadly cross reactive in the sense that they too kill a wide variety of strains, yet drug resistance readily evolves.

Here we argue that vaccines are less vulnerable to pathogen evolution than are antimicrobial drugs because of differences in the way drugs and vaccines work. We contend that two key features of vaccines have large, synergistic effects on the rate at which resistance arises and then spreads ([table 1](#RSPB20162562TB1){ref-type="table"}, formalized in electronic supplementary material, appendix). Our hypothesis leans heavily on empirical and theoretical work designed to slow the evolution of drug resistance \[[@RSPB20162562C43]\]. Elements of what we propose have been suggested before (e.g. \[[@RSPB20162562C11],[@RSPB20162562C42],[@RSPB20162562C44]--[@RSPB20162562C46]\]), but so far as we are aware, our argument has never appeared in its entirety. Table 1.A summary of our argument. For the most part, vaccines act early and induce immunity which has multiple targets. These features reduce the likelihood of resistance originating in the first place and reduce the rate of spread of resistance if it does arise.featureoriginspreadearly action (prophylaxis)prophylaxis limits the accumulation of genetic diversity before interventionpre-transmission clearance reduces opportunity for selection on partial resistance during spreadmultiplicity of targetscombination-like effect reduces chance that resistance will appearmosaic-like effect reduces the transmission advantage of resistance

2.. Key factors {#s2}
===============

(a). Timing of action {#s2a}
---------------------

For most infectious diseases, hours to days elapse between exposure to a pathogen and symptomatic infection in a host. Typically, relatively few pathogen virions or cells establish an infection but then, as replication proceeds, populations balloon to the vast numbers associated with illness and infectiousness (e.g. \[[@RSPB20162562C47]--[@RSPB20162562C49]\]). Pathogen replication during this incubation period creates opportunities for mutations to arise, while pathogen transmission after this incubation period creates opportunities for these mutations to spread to new hosts. Therapies that act early can, therefore, be more robust to pathogen evolution because they limit replication and reduce the opportunities for spread to new hosts ([table 1](#RSPB20162562TB1){ref-type="table"}, [figure 2](#RSPB20162562F2){ref-type="fig"}). Figure 2.Schematic showing the effect of treatment timing on the evolution of resistance in a single infection. The dotted black line shows the pathogen population size over the course of an infection in an untreated host. The dashed black horizontal line shows the pathogen population size necessary for transmission. Dots mark the start of treatment, with red depicting early treatment (nearly prophylactic) and blue depicting later treatment (therapeutic). In comparison with later treatment, pathogen population size is small at the start of early treatment, reducing the likelihood that resistance will be generated *de novo*. In addition, when treatment is started sufficiently early, the sensitive pathogen population size (solid red curve) may never approach the threshold necessary for transmission and that might remain true even with small or moderate increases in resistance (dashed red curve). When treatment is started later, however, the sensitive pathogen (solid blue curve) may already be capable of transmission, so that small or moderate increases in resistance (dashed blue curve) would likely extend the window of time that the pathogen is transmissible. This creates a window of opportunity for partial resistance to be selectively favoured during spread to other hosts (shaded blue interval) that is not present when treatment begins early.

The evolutionary benefit of treating infections early was noted over a century ago \[[@RSPB20162562C50]\], but to reduce costs and side effects, drugs are typically administered therapeutically, meaning only after symptoms of disease arise. At the start of therapeutic treatment, the pathogen population within a host can be enormous, having already accumulated genetic diversity and become transmissible. Indeed, empirical studies have shown that the larger a microbe population is at the time of treatment, the more likely is the evolution of drug resistance \[[@RSPB20162562C51]\]. This risk of therapeutic treatment is exacerbated during transmission between treated hosts, because differences in clearance rates between pathogen lineages could allow partially resistant lineages to transmit longer after treatment than less resistant ones ([figure 2](#RSPB20162562F2){ref-type="fig"}).

In contrast with drugs, vaccines are almost always used prophylactically. Prophylactic treatment, or the ongoing use of an intervention prior to known exposure, is the extreme limit of early treatment. The protective immune responses that vaccines elicit tend to keep pathogen populations from ever achieving large sizes, reducing the accumulation of diversity and opportunities for onward transmission. For example, tuberculosis vaccination suppresses peak bacterial population size 2--5 orders of magnitude in a rodent model \[[@RSPB20162562C52]\]. Similarly, measles vaccination reduces virus titres by at least 3 orders of magnitude in a non-human primate model \[[@RSPB20162562C53]\]. Pertussis vaccination reduces transmission from vaccinated hosts that become infected by 85% \[[@RSPB20162562C54]\]. By keeping pathogen populations small and reducing onward transmission, potentially several orders of magnitude less diversity is interrogated by vaccine-induced immune selection than by drug-induced selection ([figure 2](#RSPB20162562F2){ref-type="fig"}). The prophylactic nature of vaccines thus reduces the opportunities for resistance to emerge and spread ([table 1](#RSPB20162562TB1){ref-type="table"}).

Drugs are not always used therapeutically, however. There are several examples where the prophylactic use of drugs has successfully prevented drug resistance. Perhaps, the clearest is the use of monotherapy with the antiretroviral zidovudine to prevent HIV infection in healthcare workers. This therapy routinely leads to evolution of resistance when given to HIV-infected patients \[[@RSPB20162562C8]\], but when used as a post-exposure prophylaxis, it reduced infection risk in healthcare workers fivefold \[[@RSPB20162562C55]\]. Nevertheless, prophylactic use can sometimes facilitate the evolution of drug resistance \[[@RSPB20162562C56]\]. This is because prophylaxis can favour the spread of resistance once it has emerged in a population \[[@RSPB20162562C57]\]. When contemplating the evolutionary risks of prophylactic drug use, it is thus crucial to understand whether resistance is already present within a population (or within a coexisting population that can donate genetic material).

(b). Multiplicity of therapeutic targets within and between hosts {#s2b}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

A second point is that the evolution of resistance may be slowed by therapeutic redundancy, whereby a microbial population is controlled in multiple efficacious ways. A vast literature has demonstrated that when multiple drugs are available, the way that these drugs are administered can affect the speed with which resistance evolves \[[@RSPB20162562C12],[@RSPB20162562C43],[@RSPB20162562C58]\]. Two promising strategies are combination therapy (the simultaneous use of different drugs in the same host) and treatment mosaics (the simultaneous use of different drugs in different hosts) \[[@RSPB20162562C43],[@RSPB20162562C59]--[@RSPB20162562C63]\]

The benefit of combination therapy is based on the premise that resistance can only be acquired by the simultaneous acquisition of resistance to each component drug. The probability of simultaneous acquisition becomes vanishingly small as the number of drugs increases \[[@RSPB20162562C12]\]. Combination therapy has improved outcomes for HIV and tuberculosis patients, largely by preventing the within-host evolution of drug resistance when patients are fully compliant \[[@RSPB20162562C64],[@RSPB20162562C65]\]. The benefit of treatment mosaics is based on the premise that mosaics create heterogeneity in selection. Resistance to a particular drug is beneficial only in the fraction of hosts treated with that drug, and so the fitness advantage of that resistance plays out in fewer hosts when some hosts are treated with alternate drugs (electronic supplementary material, appendix). In cases where resistance imposes a substantial fitness cost or where resistance to one drug is associated with increased sensitivity to another (collateral sensitivity), selection in a mosaic might even favour sensitive pathogens over those resistant to a subset of drugs. Combination therapy thus reduces the chance that a resistant pathogen will emerge, and treatment mosaics slow or prevent the spread of resistance once it has emerged \[[@RSPB20162562C43]\].

The logic behind the resistance management benefits of drug combinations and mosaics provides a second reason why vaccine resistance is rarer than drug resistance. A drug often interferes with a specific step in a specific metabolic pathway. A vaccine, however, often exposes the host immune system to multiple pathogen proteins (antigens), and multiple potential binding sites (epitopes) on each antigen \[[@RSPB20162562C66]\]. Epitopes are recognized and bound by components of the immune system analogously to how biochemical molecules would interact with a drug or its downstream products. This means that immunity is in effect acting like combination therapy, but with substantially more component effectors (and hence targets) than any drug cocktail \[[@RSPB20162562C66]--[@RSPB20162562C68]\]. For example, approximately 100 unique tetanus-toxoid-specific antibodies can be observed in healthy humans after receiving a tetanus-toxoid booster vaccine, with these antibodies being unique between subjects \[[@RSPB20162562C69]\]. The different antibody repertoires observed between subjects is due to the numerous mechanisms that generate antibody diversity during immune development \[[@RSPB20162562C66],[@RSPB20162562C68]\]. Indeed, minimal overlap of immune repertoires is quite common \[[@RSPB20162562C70]\] suggesting that vaccination also creates mosaic-like patterns in host populations. The high multiplicity of therapeutic vaccine targets thus reduces the chance that resistance will originate and the ability of resistance to spread should it originate ([table 1](#RSPB20162562TB1){ref-type="table"}).

The benefit of combination-like therapy in immune responses has been directly observed. For instance, influenza viruses readily evolve resistance to monoclonal antibodies *in vitro*, but the evolution of resistance is drastically reduced when different monoclonal antibodies are used simultaneously \[[@RSPB20162562C71]\]. Similarly, simian immunodeficiency virus (SIV) quickly escapes rhesus macaque immunity when T-cell populations are dominated by a single T-cell receptor binding motif, but not when repertoires are more diverse \[[@RSPB20162562C72]\]. Indeed, escape from monoclonal antibodies or monoclonal-antibody-like molecules is common *in vitro*, including for pathogens where vaccination has proved to be evolution resistant such as measles virus \[[@RSPB20162562C39]\] and poliovirus \[[@RSPB20162562C73]\]. We note that the benefits of multiple target sites would only be magnified if the antigens of such pathogens were functionally constrained by evolution, as they can apparently be \[[@RSPB20162562C40]\].

3.. Evolutionary declines in vaccine efficacy {#s3}
=============================================

It is our contention that vaccine resistance has evolved less often than drug resistance because (i) vaccines act early and (ii) vaccine-induced immunity generates potent multi-target attacks ([table 1](#RSPB20162562TB1){ref-type="table"}). Together, these features drastically increase the time until resistance emerges (electronic supplementary material, appendix). Nevertheless, pathogen evolution has reduced the efficacy of some vaccines. In this section, we argue that the benefits conferred by one or both of these features were missing for the three human vaccines where resistance is known to have emerged. Similar patterns are found for the documented cases of resistance evolution against animal vaccines.

The best documented example of vaccine resistance evolution occurred in Marek\'s disease, a commercially important disease of chickens caused by Marek\'s disease virus (*Gallid herpesvirus II*). There, two generations of vaccines were undermined by viral evolution \[[@RSPB20162562C30]\]. Those vaccines prevented disease, but even before the pathogen evolved, they did not prevent viral infection, replication, or transmission. Instead, Marek\'s disease virus reached large population sizes even within vaccinated hosts and was able to transmit to new hosts. As a result, the virus was likely able to generate genetic diversity within vaccinated hosts, and vaccine-induced selection was able to act during transmission between hosts \[[@RSPB20162562C32]\]. The benefits of prophylaxis were thus missing. Similar mechanisms likely explain two vaccine breaks by feline calicivirus \[[@RSPB20162562C74]\], and a decline in efficacy of a vaccine against the malaria parasite *Plasmodium chabaudi* in a serial passage experiment in mice \[[@RSPB20162562C75]\]. In each of these cases, vaccination provided substantial protection against disease, but even before evolution took place, vaccination was unable to completely prevent pathogen colonization, replication and transmission, creating opportunities for pathogen evolution.

Another well-documented example of vaccine resistance occurred in the bacteria *Yersinia ruckeri*, which causes enteric redmouth disease in farmed salmonids. Outbreaks of disease in vaccinated populations were traced to a new biotype characterized by its lack of flagella and phospholipase secretion activity \[[@RSPB20162562C76]\]. In four separate lineages, the development of this new biotype was attributed to single mutational events that differed between the lineages but that acted in the same flagellar secretion pathway \[[@RSPB20162562C28]\]. Thus, the high-multiplicity-of-target-sites benefit of vaccination was absent here: a single mutational event was capable of generating resistance to many mechanisms of action simultaneously. This is analogous to a mutation that confers cross resistance eliminating the benefit of combination drug therapy.

The human pathogen *Streptococcus pneumoniae* has shown evidence of evolution after the introduction of the pneumococcal conjugate vaccine. This vaccine elicits immunity against the capsular polysaccharide of the bacteria, reducing the probability of colonization with vaccine serotypes \[[@RSPB20162562C77]\]. Even before the vaccine was deployed, there was speculation that vaccine-induced immunity would drive non-vaccine-targeted serotype replacement \[[@RSPB20162562C78]\] and indeed, serotype replacement was duly observed \[[@RSPB20162562C79]\]. But that was only part of the story. One of the serotypes targeted by the vaccine was able to escape vaccine immunity through recombination with a non-vaccine-targeted serotype \[[@RSPB20162562C1]\]. Thus, the pathogen was able to evolve vaccine resistance because a single or small number of recombination events allowed the pathogen to simultaneously sidestep effectors against multiple targets on the capsular polysaccharide.

The rapid appearance of vaccine resistance in the human pathogen hepatitis B virus (HBV) can be interpreted in a similar way. Recombinant vaccines have successfully reduced disease incidence, but even shortly after the introduction of vaccination, mutant strains of HBV were observed in vaccinated hosts \[[@RSPB20162562C2]\]. The first reported case of vaccine resistance occurred in Italy shortly after the vaccine was introduced \[[@RSPB20162562C80]\]. In this system, immune protection is conferred almost entirely by immune recognition of a single conformational antigen that consists of only nine amino acids \[[@RSPB20162562C26]\]. Several single nucleotide mutations have been shown to confer immune escape \[[@RSPB20162562C81]\]. Vaccination in this system thus lacks multiple targets.

The human bacterial pathogen *Bordetella pertussis* has also shown evidence of vaccine-driven evolution. Some authors contend that this may partially explain the resurgence of pertussis in vaccinated countries \[[@RSPB20162562C10],[@RSPB20162562C22],[@RSPB20162562C24]\]. Initially, this evolution appeared consistent with strain replacement, where strains of pertussis dissimilar to vaccine strains increased in frequency \[[@RSPB20162562C10],[@RSPB20162562C82]\]. However, the evolutionary trajectory appeared to change after acellular vaccines replaced the original whole cell vaccines. Acellular vaccines protect against disease, but may not prevent infection and transmission \[[@RSPB20162562C83]\]. They also contain a subset of the antigens present in the whole cell vaccine. After acellular vaccines were introduced, strains of pertussis that did not produce pertactin \[[@RSPB20162562C84]\], one of the few antigens in typical acellular vaccines, began to increase in frequency in several countries concurrently \[[@RSPB20162562C85]\]. Consistent with the expectation of vaccine-driven evolution, pertactin-negative strains were more common in vaccinated than unvaccinated patients \[[@RSPB20162562C86]\]. Moreover, pertactin-negative strains have a competitive advantage over pertactin-positive strains in vaccinated mice \[[@RSPB20162562C87]\]. It is also possible that *Bordetella* stains producing more immunosuppressive pertussis toxin have evolved in response to acellular vaccine-induced immunity \[[@RSPB20162562C22]\]. The lack of complete pathogen clearance during the incubation period may partially explain both evolutionary trajectories; the situation was probably exacerbated because the acellular vaccines elicit immunity against so few targets.

4.. Discussion {#s4}
==============

We have argued that drug resistance has tended to evolve faster than vaccine resistance ([figure 1](#RSPB20162562F1){ref-type="fig"}) because, for the most part, drugs are used therapeutically whereas vaccines are used prophylactically, and drugs attack far fewer target sites than do vaccines. This means that drug resistance is more likely to arise in the first place and then spread more rapidly once it has arisen ([table 1](#RSPB20162562TB1){ref-type="table"}). By contrast, vaccines prevent infection and transmission and induce immunity against many pathogen target sites, making it hard for vaccine resistance to evolve. In the electronic supplementary material, appendix, we show that together, both features have a substantially stronger impact than either alone. The few examples of vaccine-associated evolution detected in human and animal pathogens have occurred against vaccines that lack the benefits of one or both of these features.

(a). Non-key features {#s4a}
---------------------

Vaccines and drugs differ in many ways. But unlike the timing of action and the multiplicity of target sites which have large effects across a wide range of infectious diseases, we believe other features of drugs and vaccines are likely to have at best only moderate or system-specific effects on the rate of resistance evolution.

One set of differences between vaccines and drugs stem from the fact that vaccine effects are mediated through host immune responses while drugs effects are mediated through chemical pathways. This has at least six consequences. First, vaccines do not interact directly with pathogens, but instead act indirectly. Whether this reduces the ability of the pathogen population to evolve is unclear, but resistance is seen against drugs such as solfonamides that also act indirectly ([figure 1](#RSPB20162562F1){ref-type="fig"}). Second, vaccines induce systemic host responses that may minimize spatial refugia and spatial heterogeneity within hosts. In some cases, refugia increase opportunities for resistance to emerge by providing a continuous source of genetic variants to probe the therapeutic environment. Heterogeneity can also provide a gradient of therapeutic strength over which selection can act. Nevertheless, drug resistance readily evolves *in vitro*, a setting that minimizes spatial variation in drug dose. Third, immune responses are outside the control of individual patients, reducing opportunities for non-compliance that may create temporal heterogeneities and temporal refugia within hosts. However, resistance can evolve against drugs even when patients are fully compliant (e.g. \[[@RSPB20162562C88]\]). Fourth, vaccines are only active while pathogens are inside hosts, but drugs can remain active in environmental reservoirs \[[@RSPB20162562C89]\], suggesting that the strength of selection for resistance may differ for drug and vaccine resistance. However, drug resistance readily evolves even in pathogens that lack environmental life stages such as HIV \[[@RSPB20162562C8]\]. Fifth, the immune system tends to be highly pathogen-specific and so vaccines are in effect, more-narrow spectrum than most antimicrobial drugs. Antimalarial drugs, however, have an extremely narrow microbial target range in practice, yet resistance is widespread \[[@RSPB20162562C7]\]. Sixth, host immune systems have been shaped by coevolution between pathogens and hosts. However, microorganisms, have also been coevolving with drug effectors long before the medical use of drugs or vaccines \[[@RSPB20162562C90]\], and indeed longer than they have dealt with vertebrate immunity. Moreover, it is not clear that the age of arms races predicts which party, if either, will win them.

Another difference between drugs and vaccines is that vaccination indirectly reduces total pathogen population size through herd immunity. We argued above that pathogen population size within a host is a key factor in the rate of resistance evolution, because vaccines target pathogen populations when they are orders of magnitude below maximal. Herd immunity can also reduce pathogen population sizes by orders of magnitude, but this decrease is unlikely to have a similar influence on the rate at which resistance evolves. This is because during the rollout of a vaccination strategy intended for the elimination of an endemic pathogen, vaccinated hosts will frequently contact the pathogen creating opportunities for selection on resistance. The effect of herd immunity on the emergence of vaccine resistance will therefore have little effect until later into a vaccination campaign when infection prevalence is substantially reduced. This rollout period often extends beyond 5--10 years after which drug resistance is commonly observed. For example, pertussis cases in Massachusetts decreased by 2 orders of magnitude only after 20 years of routine vaccination \[[@RSPB20162562C91]\].

Biases in observing resistance to drugs and vaccines might also contribute to the differences in the rate at which resistance is first seen. For example, the processes of hypermutation and affinity maturation might generate short-term robustness to vaccine resistance \[[@RSPB20162562C66]\]. If resistance mutants were being obscured by this process, however, serum neutralization ability post vaccination against circulating pathogen isolates should have decreased over time. Alternatively, there may be biases during the selection and development of targets for drugs and vaccines. For example, vaccines might have been developed only against pathogens with little potential for antigenic evolution. This pattern might occur if evolution differentially undermines candidate drugs and vaccines during clinical trials. It might also result from unknown selection bias in choosing targets for vaccination. If they exist, we suggest that any such patterns might be mechanistically explained by our main argument that the prophylactic and multi-target nature of vaccines inhibits the ability of pathogens to evolve resistance.

(b). Serotype replacement {#s4b}
-------------------------

When a pathogen population consists of diverse serotypes, vaccination against a subset of serotypes can lead to an increase in the prevalence of others. This phenomenon of serotype replacement has occurred against several human vaccines \[[@RSPB20162562C19]\]. Our framework is not intended to explain this type of evolution. We would not expect vaccines with early action and a high multiplicity of target sites to prevent serotype replacement. Understanding how serotype diversity changes following vaccination is a challenge \[[@RSPB20162562C10],[@RSPB20162562C19],[@RSPB20162562C78],[@RSPB20162562C79]\], not least because theory on the maintenance of serotype diversity even in the absence of vaccination is still developing \[[@RSPB20162562C92],[@RSPB20162562C93]\]. We note, however, that serotype replacement has not universally undermined vaccine efficacy, in part, because some vaccine targets do not have serotype diversity (e.g. measles virus) or because vaccination protects against all known serotypes (e.g. poliovirus).

(c). Implications {#s4c}
-----------------

Vaccines against some diseases have been notoriously difficult to develop \[[@RSPB20162562C94]\]. Some of this difficulty is attributable to high antigenic variation as a result of immune selection (e.g. HIV, HCV, rhinoviruses, malaria). Indeed, immune selection driving rapid antigenic evolution is why the influenza vaccine must be regularly updated \[[@RSPB20162562C95]\]. Recent vaccine development for several diseases has, therefore, focused on inducing the production of broadly neutralizing antibodies that target conserved rather than variable antigens \[[@RSPB20162562C96]\]. Yet resistance to broadly neutralizing antibodies can rapidly evolve \[[@RSPB20162562C97]\]. We argue that the multiplicity of antigens and epitopes targeted by broadly neutralizing antibodies is likely to be a key factor in determining whether resistance to such vaccines will evolve.

Concern about the long-term efficacy of chemotherapeutic drugs existed even before the mass distribution of the first antibiotics \[[@RSPB20162562C50]\], but no such concerns were raised during the development of early vaccines. Of course, the first vaccine came well before Darwin, the germ theory of infection and indeed drugs, but now that humanity understands evolution, and has watched pathogen adaptation repeatedly undermine most antimicrobial drugs, it seems timely to ask whether past vaccine successes are a good indicator of future performance. Like McLean \[[@RSPB20162562C41]\], we see no reason to be complacent. A growing body of evidence suggests that pathogens may be evolving in response to several vaccines currently in widespread use \[[@RSPB20162562C1],[@RSPB20162562C2],[@RSPB20162562C10],[@RSPB20162562C20],[@RSPB20162562C22]\], and serotype replacement is clear in several cases \[[@RSPB20162562C19]\]. We are concerned that pathogen adaptation may undermine existing and next generation vaccines that induce immune responses at rather few target sites and that fail to provide adequate control of replication and transmission. A substantial body of work is investigating ways to slow the evolution of drug resistance. Understanding why drug resistance is common and vaccine resistance is rare may help make next generation vaccines as resistant to evolutionary escape as their predecessors. The lessons learned might also give new insights into preventing the emergence of resistance to drugs, cancer immunotherapies and antimicrobial peptides.
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